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A Question:

Do you know how to locate 
and identify changes, 

abnormalities and healthy 
patterns within a person’s 

subtle energy system?



That is what we are 
about to discuss



Defining the 
Living Energy System

• Each individual is a complex 
package of subtle and material 
energies 

• Which I call the 
Living Energy System 
(LES). 



Maps and Descriptions of 
the LES 

• Like basic anatomical maps of the 
human body 
– (Such as Grey’s Anatomy). 

• Provide a reference tool 
– For identifying optimal health 

patterns 
• We rarely see individuals who fully 

conform to those ideal maps 
• Compare what “is” to what “could be” 



In this 
presentation….



Address the diversity of 
subtle energy changes 
that take place in the 

Living Energy System 
as a result of injury, 

illness, emotions and 
revelations



Discuss energetic 
misalignments, devices, 
weaknesses, intrusions, 

holes and other 
changes that may occur 

in the subtle body 
system



I plan to take you 
beyond the normative 
structure and share 

some of my discoveries 
about the ways we 
impact our subtle 

energy bodies



First, let me 
introduce myself

…to establish the basis 
of this information



Laverne is…
• Practicing medical intuitive and 

holistic health professional since 
1970 

• Doing this type of work since I was a 
small child 



• I came into the world with an 
innate sense of energy patterns 
and the ability to sense when 
and where they were not 
functioning at peak performance 



Worked on, and helped, 
people from all over the 

world



Carefully studied the 
complex patterns of 

energy in both healthy 
and unusual bodies



Experience with people 
of all ages, genders, 

races, sizes and 
degrees of health 



Also worked with many 
animals, places and 

things 



Thus, a book on the 
“Living Energy 

Systems” as a result of 
that work 



So let’s begin with what 
you came here for…
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DEATH

HIGH LEVEL
WELLNESS

disability symptoms signs

education growth self-
actualization

0

Neutral point:
No discernible
Illness or wellness

WELL MEDICINE

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

What is Meant by Wellness
John Travis, M.D.



How we impact the 
LES



Each thought creates an 
energy packet that takes 
on a corresponding form 

in the LES 



Each packet is initially 
small and unobtrusive

– When we have fleeting                    
thoughts/ emotions/ desires/ fears, 

– the energy packet is unobtrusive 
and can melt away into 
insignificance



When these thoughts are 
recurring, and/or 

especially when they are 
highly charged

• They group together and 
build 

• Into more and more 
powerful and intrusive 
patterns 



Intuition plays an indispensable role in self-
diagnosis, pain control, immune response and 
recovery from acute and chronic illness. This is 
the basis for learning medical intuition. As you 
nurture your mind’s intuitive healing capacity 
your body then provides the subtle energy 
needed to create holistic methodologies that 
assist you in creating breakthroughs in anxiety, 
panic, depression, and other emotional 
blockages. This approach can be a bridge 
between traditional and alternative medicine. 

http://www.drjudithorloff.com/
Intuition for Health & Healing 



Gate Valves & Other 
Controls

Some of the devices are quite simple: little gate valves in the energy stream 
can impact the level of energy flow throughout the LES. Look at the illustration 

to the right for an example.



Switches

Sometimes complicated bypass devices with elaborate control valves and 
switches are implanted at power junctions, around organs and chakras. This 

can control the level of energy passing through any part of the LES. 



Energy Dam

I have found a number of other devices that inhibit the flow of energy through the 
subtle body systems. One such device is an energy dam. Sometimes these dams 

block the energy entirely (like the illustration to the right), and sometimes they 
simply slow down the supply. 



Cross to Bear

When there is a sense of guilt or excessive burden, it can manifest as a literal 
“Cross to Bear.” When this happens, an energy patter of a large cross will 

develop across the person’s upper back, shoulder and arms. 



Deformed Chakra Funnel

The chakras, energy centers and conduits, can be deformed. 



Damaged subsidiary 
layer

Other types of damage to chakras can occur when one of the duplicate, subsidiary 
chakras in a minor energetic body level is damaged and not functioning well. 



Redirection of Energy 
Flow

Another way that the energy system can be affected is when a chakra is 
bypassed by the energy flow through the system. 



Energy Shields & 
Barriers

Sometimes complex shields are put in place to protect or inhibit natural functions. 
These shields often are the result of an initial sense of being attacked. 



Healthy Subtle Bodies



Misaligned Subtle Bodies

This can occur, and one of the most common is a misalignment of the bodies. They 
do not align to a central axis, and are not proportionally placed around the physical 
body. The layers do not relate in order of precedence and do not allow for a healthy 

flow of energy between them. 



Tears in Subtle Body 
Layers

A fairly common disorder is when there are tears or eruptions in one or more layers 
of the energetic bodies. 



Subtle Body 
Discoloration

Another example is when all or part of a layer is polluted and changes color. 



Subtle Body Intrusions

A very common type of damage is intrusion or devices set into one or more layers. 



Disease Pattern

An example of how an initial disease or “dis-ease” pattern spreads from 
layer to layer. 



Energy Drain

Drains are sometimes implanted to either drain away excess energy, or to deplete 
systems in order to retard healthy functioning and/or progress. 



An Adept’s LES

Profound spiritual experiences can greatly improve aspects of the LES. 



A Sample Case Study
• One that was alluded to in the 2004 

presentation



Case Study
• Client Name:

– “Suzie” (changed to protect the individual’s 
privacy)

• Gender:
– Female

• Age:
– 23

• Physical Description:
– Slender, fair skinned – almost pallid, blond 

hair, unhealthy complexion, frail 
appearance, walking with a cane



Complaints: 
• Severe lung impairment
• Chest pain
• Back pain
• Unable to walk without a cane



Duration: 
• Three (3) years



Reported Onset: 
• Sudden onset
• During a solo automobile trip to Oregon 

from California 
– Near the California/Oregon border

• Client’s symptoms suddenly appeared 
while driving on the road in the country



Initial
Medical Treatment: 

• Upon returning to her home town 
following the trip

• The client went to her physician 
– A general practitioner

• Described her symptoms
• Physician treated symptoms

– With no apparent relief



Continuing
Medical Treatment: 

• After about six months
– The physician referred the client to a 

pulmonologist 
• Eventually the client was referred to a 

psychologist 
• The only diagnosis was 

– A psychosomatic disorder of unknown 
cause



My Contact &
Intuitive Discovery: 

• Referred by her psychologist
– I had previous shared clients with the 

psychologist
• We made an appointment for her to 

come to my office



Shocking Appearance
• She was stooped over like a very old woman 

with an acute case of osteoporosis 
• Her head hung down

– She was unable to put it upright 
– Having to look up out of the top of her 

eyes
– Creating a limited range of vision. 

• Her skin was pallid and dry
– Looking thin and brittle. 



– Each breath was a struggle and 
resulted in a series of short, painful 
panting

– Her voice was a mere whisper 
•It seemed like a great effort to say 
anything

– She had to use a cane to walk
•That mobility was a great strain on 
her



This woman was only 23, 
yet she looked like a frail 
and ailing 95 year old!!



Susie explained her 
situation 

• The phases of deterioration and all of 
the medical treatment she had tried 

• A very desperate woman on the verge of 
a major breakdown 

• This onset and total disability had been 
a complete surprise 

• Told me the story of her trip 



I was frankly shocked at 
what I found. 

• That time marker she related about the 
car wreck was very significant. 
– In fact, it was the causation. 



According to the “read” I 
took on her

• The accident had occurred a short time 
before Suzie drove by

• When she drove by, she was in an 
altered state from chanting and 
meditating (very inviting)

• She had never learned how to protect 
herself and so was wide open to external 
energies



The car wreck had killed 
all of the individuals in 

the car
• A man, a woman, their daughter, and 

their dog
• When Susie drove by, they were in 

agony, terrified and completely lost 
• They had already created a group coffin, 

because they knew they were dead
• But they didn’t know where to go or 

what to do next 



Susie was like a 
beacon

• The energetic lights Susie was emanating 
looked like a safe haven to them

• So they went toward that energy, 
hopping onto Susie’s back, coffin, dog 
and all 



They literally invaded her 
energy field and took up 

residence 
• Susie was literally 

carrying the burden for 
that family on her back 



It was incredible that she 
had handled the situation 

as well as she did 



Procedure: 
• Once I determined the causation, I 

explained what I saw to Susie
• She was shocked yet not unduly 

surprised
• Something in her subconscious seemed to 

recognize the truth of my descriptions 
and she accepted it quite readily 



• I explained that these were lost souls 
– That had no idea how to move on 

toward peace 
– Were clinging to her for her life force

• They were draining her energies and 
breaking down her health 



I began a process of 
separation… 



Results: 
• The results were astounding, even to me 
• Significant changes from the beginning
• When Susie left she was walking freely 

and upright
– She demonstrated none of the previous 

symptoms
– She was happy, really happy, for the 

first time in over three years!! 



Follow-Up: 
• I kept in touch with Susie and her 

psychologist for about two years 
following that one session 

• She had never had any recurrence of the 
symptoms 



This case study is but 
one of hundreds 

(thousands?), even 
though it is quite extreme 



To varying degrees, 
people’s maladies show 

up as corresponding 
energy disruptions that 

can be identified and 
often adjusted 



Whether the adjustment 
is through energy 

manipulation, a change 
in lifestyle or a change in 

the person’s mental 
landscape, there is often 

a way to positively 
impact the Living Energy 

System



• Awareness and a willing to act upon 
that awareness is a powerful tool 
for healthier living

• It is also very interesting 



I’ll probably 
continue to study 

it for the rest of my 
life.



How about you?
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